Profile: Jacob Eisler

Jacob Eisler is joining FSU as a new member of the college’s faculty. As a specialist in constitutional law and democratic process, Economics, History, and International Affairs, he will be an asset to the college’s focus on democratic process.

Eisler earned his M.A. in government from Oxford University, his Ph.D. in government and social policy from the University of Cambridge, and a J.D. from Harvard University. He also holds an M.A. in political science from the University of Cambridge.

“Eisler is excited to join a school with the tremendous legacy of world-leading research and education like Florida State University College of Law. With my research interest in democratic process and fair representation, being in Tallahassee is an especially appealing opportunity,” he said.

“My research interests are well-served by the college’s focus on democratic process, theories of justice, and economic history,” Eisler said. “I’ve spent my career working on a range of topics, from the U.S. Supreme Court to the fascinating case of the ‘Law of Freedom in England’.”

“I’m honored and excited to join a school with the tremendous legacy of world-leading research and education like Florida State University College of Law. With my research interest in democratic process and fair representation, being in Tallahassee is an especially appealing opportunity,” he said.